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In my previous essay, “Theological Ethics out of Latin America, 
Africa, and Asia,”1 I examined how, in many ways the three 
“southern” continents – Latin America, Africa, and Asia – have 
developed a contextual ethics specific to their continents. In this essay 
I turn to describe developments from my own country, the United 
States.2 

Because of its geographical proximity and more importantly its deep 
historical (and often oppressive) involvement in Latin America, 
United States’ citizens were deeply affected by the irruption of 
liberation theology onto the theological scene. Soon, central premises 
from liberation theology became incorporated by North American 
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theologians into the overall theological foundations of Catholic 
theological ethics, especially the notions of social sin,3 and the option 
for the poor.4 

The clearest connection between liberation theology in Latin America 
and theological movements in the United States became black 
theology. One year after publishing Black Theology and Black Power,5 
James Cone published A Black Theology of Liberation.6 Later, in 
response to reviews that criticized Cone's dependence on European 
theologians, he offered a theology of black traditions and experience 
in The God of the Oppressed.7  

M. Shawn Copeland is arguably the most prolific Catholic theological 
writer in Black theology. She has written about liberation theology for 
women, the nature, method and traditions of black theology,8 
racism,9 and the experience and narratives of suffering of black 
women who live a theology of resistance.10 More recently, she has 
developed from those narratives a theology of freedom.11 

Bryan Massingale is its leading theological ethicist. In his dissertation 
he studied the social dimensions of sin and reconciliation in the 
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works of James Cone and Gustavo Gutiérrez.12 In the 1990s he wrote 
about racism and Catholic social teaching, and critiqued US academic 
theology's twenty years of silence and failure to reflect on racism and 
the civil rights movement.13 Later, Massingale returned to Cone to 
compare his work with recent Catholic Episcopal teaching on 
racism.14 Like Copeland, Massingale presses his readers to see the 
racism they perpetuate and the profound relationship it has with 
poverty.15  

Recently, Massingale has advocated for a more radical change in 
Catholic theological ethics. Arguing that revisionism is over, he 
contends that moral theologians must offer the church a faithful or 
radical reconstruction of the tradition. He explains: “‘Reconstruction’ 
emphasizes the need for a more fundamental or ‘radical’ (in the sense 
of radix or ‘root’) rethinking and rearticulation of the demands of 
faith than that conveyed by the term ‘revision’.”16  

Concrete social change that promotes justice signifies the purpose of a 
great deal of theological ethics in the United States. On May 3, 1983, 
the United States Conference of Catholic bishops issued their long 
awaited, transparently drafted, landmark statement, The Challenge of 
Peace: God's Promise and Our Response.17 This prophetic and ethically 
well-argued statement gave the church in the United States a sense 
that working for justice was its mission. Later, the architect of the 
pastoral Cardinal Joseph Bernardin developed a broadly inclusive 
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consistent ethics of life through a series of thirty-five lectures.18 Three 
years later on November 13, 1986 the bishops addressed the ethical 
issues related to the economy, in Economic Justice for All.19 These 
events empowered Christians around the country to reflect on the 
relationship of justice, the church and the world.  

A leader in this reflection has been the social ethicist David 
Hollenbach, who has addressed a wide array of issues: mediating 
claims in conflict, promoting a new perspective for an equitable 
justice, developing the respect of human rights, analyzing issues of 
war and peace in a nuclear age, and deepening the notion of common 
good to reflect better the world in which we live.20 More recently he 
has addressed the issues of refugees and forced migration.21  

The move toward just responses to suffering in the world has been 
made by women scholars like Lisa Sowle Cahill, Margaret Farley, 
Cristina Traina, Anne Patrick, Christine Firer Hinze, Christine 
Gudorf, Barbara Andolsen, Susan Ross, Patricia Beattie Jung, Maura 
Ryan, Mary Jo Iozzio, Maria Cimperman, Mary Doyle Roche, and 
Marilyn Martone. Their investigations, like their proposals are 
specific and concrete; for instance, Martone writes about the unjust 
and irrational challenges that parents, especially mothers encounter 
in health care as they care for a child who has sustained significant 
brain injuries.22 Patrick addresses the shift in theological ethics from 
the patriarchal moral manuals to the liberating call to autonomy but 
insists that that call must be in conscience, promoting egalitarianism, 
and heeding the voices of the marginalized.23 Cimperman asks why is 
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the world slow to respond to the international HIV/AIDS crisis and 
proposes a more comprehensive embodied, relational anthropology.24 
Iozzio, acknowledging that women bear the disproportionate burden 
of HIV, assembles an international group of twenty-five women 
theologians to tackle regional challenges emerging from virus.25  

Women have extended the boundaries of theological ethics by 
incorporating into it the work of the Catholic social tradition and its 
engagement of the common good, solidarity, social justice, and the 
option for the poor. In their contributions theological ethics is not 
solely a personalist ethics, even one constitutively relational. 
Theological ethics is about the formation of communities of justice 
and love through practices that forge a unity of concern and an 
expressive solidarity.  

These women (and also many men)26 theologians approach their 
arguments with distinctly feminist perspectives is a critical theology 
of liberation.27 Margaret Farley argues that feminist ethics is opposed 
to discrimination and patterns of domination, and is necessarily pro-
women. It is suspicious of traditional interpretations of women (and 
men), any form of inequity, and any deductive logic that guides 
moral decisions. Systemically it manifests itself in very diverse 
ways.28   

While agreeing that the contemporary diversity of feminism is 
significant, Susan Ross underlines fairly constant points of 
agreement: the priority of experience, attention to difference, 
appreciation for embodiment, opposition to patriarchal control, and 
care for the environment. While inclined to context and social 
location, it has recently moved to greater cross cultural discourse and 
justice-based trans-cultural standards.29 
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While systematic theologians gave feminism its fundamental 
theological foundations,30 feminist ethicists have definitively 
extended their claims into the concrete world of sexual,31 social,32 and 
bioethics.33 Among these, Lisa Sowle Cahill has been the pioneer of 
the inclusive agenda of connecting feminism to the Catholic social 
tradition and bringing that connection to the major areas of applied 
ethics.  

Always working within the tradition, but seeking to reinterpret it, 
Cahill advances a sexual ethics that is deeply relational, promoting 
gender equity, depending on the scriptures (in particular the 
narratives of practices that formed communities of faith and justice) 
and contending that sexuality should not fortify privacy but rather 
integral relationships within the common good.34  

Later, she defined her ideas on sexuality (“sex is fundamentally and 
above all a relational capacity”), looking at the experience of women, 
and mindful of ethics' need to use the resources of other disciplines.35 
She proposed that human sexual differentiation and sexual 
reproduction “stand as experiences which begin in humanity's primal 
bodily existence, and which all cultures institutionalize (differently) 
as gender, marriage and family. Human flourishing, as sexually 
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embodied, depends on the realization of the equality of the sexes, male 
and female; and in their sexual union, on the further values of 
reproduction, pleasure and intimacy.” She added two other integral 
components: that social institutions ought to be ethically responsible 
to these values and that though local cultures develop their own 
social institutions, that hardly guarantees that all institutions are 
ethically the same.36 On this last point, Cahill, while recognizing the 
evolution of norms from local cultures, believes in the consensual 
establishment of universal norms as not only a possibility but a 
necessity.37 

Throughout her writings, Cahill upholds sexuality, family,38 and 
marriage,39 and seeks to eradicate domination and inequities. She is 
then a self-described Catholic feminist40 who scrutinizes ecclesial and 
social practices that undermine the very values promoted by the 
narrative of its own tradition.41  

More recently, she has turned to bioethics. In 2003, she gave a major 
lecture on bioethics.42 Here she turned to the common good, 
solidarity, structural injustice and sin, and the option for the poor and 
brought the Catholic social tradition, once practically hermetically 
sealed unto itself, into bioethics.43 The result has been an 
extraordinarily practical and relevant bioethics. In it, she insists on 
justice, examines the economic realities that drive so much research 
while at the same time disenfranchising those most in need, chides 
the glorification and fascination with a technology that is more 
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market than person-driven, and remains in solidarity with women 
throughout the world, particularly those most alienated from medical 
advances today.  

Like others, Cahill's purpose in writing is to bring about actions, 
practices and policies that achieve a greater solidarity and equity 
throughout the world.44 As she said in her presentation in Padova at 
the international conference of Catholic Theological Ethics, moral 
truth “corresponds to the reality of human interdependence and to 
the possibility of our being in solidarity with one another to relieve 
human suffering.”45 
In sum, Cahill brings the resources of the Catholic social tradition in 
its advocacy for justice into the framework of sexuality and bioethics. 
She insists that as we do theology we examine narrative claims, social 
practices and institutional structures. She advocates an action 
oriented ethics that seeks to extend the parameters of discourse and 
participation and is mindful of the biases of classicism, sexism, and 
racism.  
Theologians in the United States, both seniors and juniors, today are 
producing a great deal of important scholarship. I close by 
commenting on these two ends of the spectrum. First, among the 
seniors there towers Charles Curran. In 1999, Charles Curran laid out 
his own synthesis of the Catholic moral theological tradition. In it, he 
argued for an ecclesial context for moral theology and notes how few 
moral theologians attend to this context: “Catholic moral theology in 
the past has paid little or no explicit attention to the church and its 
influence on the discipline.”46 He develops his relational-
responsibility model and discusses how to mediate our relationships 
with God, others, the world, ourselves and power. He launches a 
critique against the concept of absolutes in the form of intrinsically 
evil actions. He concludes on conscience and Church teaching. For 
the former, he looks for a more holistic understanding of conscience, 
one that does not reduce it to questions of culpability or the 
syllogistic application of principles to situations, but insists on “the 
law of growth” that guides our self-understanding in the formation 
of conscience. He sees the teaching church as the whole church and 
while critiquing the exercise of the contemporary hierarchical 
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magisterium, provides a defense of dissent as constitutive for the 
right development of moral teaching.  
A recent festschrift highlights Curran’s specific contributions to the 
renewal of moral theology. Three of the many worthy essays merit 
attention. Margaret Farley’s recognition of the inadequacy of any 
particular point of view prompts her to propose the grace of self-
doubt so as to train moral teachers to be aware of the need to look 
beyond their own perspectives.47 That need has always been at the 
source of Curran’s frequent calls to dialogue.  
The senior Protestant ethicist, James Gustafson calls Curran the 
“Ecumenical Moral Theologian Par Excellence” and names six criteria 
for an ethicist to be an ecumenical one: to master one’s own tradition; 
to have sufficient knowledge of another tradition’s teachings as they 
pertain to the issues within one’s own; to establish an agenda within 
one’s own tradition for a critical dialogue with other traditions; to 
apply that agenda to other traditions; to employ the comparative 
method; and to propose “a somewhat systematic, comprehensive, 
and defended interpretation of Christian ethicsthat attends to 
materials from more than one tradition.”48 The grasp of one's own 
tradition becomes the possibility for appreciating and dialoguing 
with another. 
Raphael Gallagher specifically compares Curran’s contributions with 
European interests and notes that the Europeans could learn from 
Curran about a “soteriological Christology, the understanding of the 
developmental nature of history, and the validity of a plurality of 
methods in moral theology.” From the Europeans Curran could “pay 
greater attention to hermeneutics, have a more philosophically 
rounded anthropology, and give more attention to the analytic 
aspects of questions rather than the synthetic aspects.”49 
Curran remains the senior figure in American Catholic ethics. After 
leaving Catholic University, he eventually was appointed in 1991to 
the Elizabeth Scurlock Chair in Human Values at Southern Methodist 
University in Dallas. During this time, in addition to The Synthesis, he 
has written several other books, on the history of Catholic social 
teaching, on the history of moral theology in the United States, and 
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on the moral theology of Pope John Paul II.50 With these books we see 
the “traditionalism” of Curran's moral theology, but we also see his 
long-standing commitment to educating the laity in the tradition.  
Among the juniors we should note a new generation of theological 
ethicists very intent on constructing a positive, relational, 
confessional, contemporary ethics. These scholars have published a 
collection of essays, entitled New Wine, New Wineskins.51 Much work 
concerns the identity of the theological ethicist, as a person of faith 
within a community and an institution. For instance, Margaret Pfeil 
calls moral theologians to exercise discipleship.52 Christopher Steck 
writes, “Christian moral theology … requires that its practioner have 
a well formed heart that is attuned to the Gospel and the values at its 
core.”53 Christopher Vogt writes that the “work of a lay theologian is 
not a typical lay vocation” and proposes that local bishops should 
invite lay theologians to preach.54 Elsewhere, Vogt in an inspiriting 
essay proposes why we can and should embrace the intravenous 
drug user as our neighbor.55 
In many ways all these Americans have one thing in common, they 
write about the ethics of their experience while belonging to 
communities of faith. And they offer a vision of ethics in light of their 
struggles to overcome racism, sexism, and church division. As the 
twenty-first century unfolds we find a new promise in their hope to 
be connected beyond their shores to women and men seeking justice 
and peace, based on the common good, solidarity, and a 
contemporary understanding of human rights. 
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